Technical & Organisational details

show: A Christmas Carol

Venue type: aula, gym, canteen, large classroom, theatre, local cultural centre or other

Space for actors: best is 6m across x 5m deep

What we need from school:
- 1 table
- 3 chairs
- electric socket
- possibility to hang curtains on a rope (from wall to wall, approx. height 2,2m)

Time to set-up
The venue needs to be open for the actors 60 minutes before the performance.

What kind of space is suitable for staging a show in a school?
The Bear Educational Theatre prides itself on being extremely flexible, so in reality we are able to play almost anywhere. We usually play in gyms, canteens or large classrooms. But of course the space where we play does affect the quality of the show. That's why some schools that do not have a suitable space for staging a show make arrangements with a local hall or culture centre.

Stage space for the set and the actors
A space that is 6 meters across and 5 meters deep is comfortably big enough to stage a show. We can manage with less than this, but not much less. Also some school halls have fixed tables etc on the stage. These should not be counted when calculating the available stage space.